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Too shy for love.Satoru and Keigo had plans to go away on vacation together, but Keigo got stuck

with mandatory baseball training camp. Shy Satoru has something important to say to Keigo, so he

decides to break into the training camp in the middle of the night to see him. Reads R to L

(Japanese Style) for mature audiences.
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Hinako Takanaga was born on September 16 in Nagoya, Japan. She is the creator of many popular

series, including The Tyrant Falls in Love, which was also adapted into an anime series. She is a

virgo, blood type O, and a self-proclaimed coffee addict who can get violent if she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

get her daily dose. A fortuneteller once told her she wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t suited to be a manga artist, but

she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t believe in fortunetelling anyway. She currently lives with her vicious cat Choro.

Awkward Silence is one of the most adorable yaoi mangas I've read in awhile so I was very excited

when I saw that they were released on paperback and bought the first two immediately. There are

four volumes thus far, the first three of which can still be read for free online, so the fourth one will

be a surprise for me and I do look forward to that.However, on the scans online the second volume

came with a little "extra" story at the end of it, the "Special Pointy-Ears Edition" I believe it was

called featuring Tono and Tamiya but as a cat and dog respectively, with the promise of more to

come of this edition in the following volumes. Now in the paperback version, while it has the extra



story "First Voice" featuring Tamiya's point of view, I was very disappointed to find that it did not

have the Pointy-Ears extra. I read the "Afterword" from the author, it says that the extra story will not

be included in the graphic novel and is being offered as a gift in picture-book type format for

readers, but only in Japan... I did take off a star for that. It was a really cute extra that really added to

the manga.So, if you read the first volume and loved it - definitely pick this one up, it continues to be

excellent. If you are new to the series and purchasing the first volume, don't be scared to get this

one too. I highly recommend this series to all yaoi fans and I think it's a good one to start off with if

you're new to the genre. It is mostly about their relationship and while there are sex scenes, some

pretty steamy ones too, they are not (at least to me, though I may admittedly be a poor judge) overly

graphic.

This volume delves more into Keigo and Satoru's relationship as well as introducing new characters

(in true manga/anime style) that test their bonds of love. Still loving this series. It's also great to see

more of Satoru's parents.

I got this quite early, not even a week after I ordered it (Ordered from  LLC)And got it 100% new, in

a plastic package (Not even opened or creased) I love it and I love this manga so much. Cutest

couple ever!!!Thank you and happy holidays!

The art was very good and the story flowed well. It had some very funny parts too! Loved it
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It got here on time. The book came in perfect condition and well it was fantastic I love Tono and

Tamiya so much and they were just adorable in this volume although I still love the first one :)

it's adorable and I'm head over heels for this series and their delectable art style! Toono is just so

cute and the typical new couple "predicaments" just fit them so perfectly for some reason.

This series so fun and cute love the mom too a good read if you like yaoi I recommend buying it I

hope the author puts more of her manga in kindle format

Love it! It's beautiful
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